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5 Claims. (Ci. 18h-65) 

This invention relates to a controller for a so-called 
“walkie” type industrial truck, although it will be readily 
appreciated that certain features of the invention may be 
used in other types of controllers. As a particular fea 
ture of my invention, the entire controller including the 
resistors, is housed within a handle, the handle being of 
that type that is pivoted on the traction unit of a L‘walkie’7 
type truclr for controlling the direction and speed of the 
truck. 
As a further particular feature of the invention, con 

tacts are applied to certain of the resistors, the bringing 
together' of the contacts having the effect of shunting re 
sistances from the traction circuit. As a particular fea 
ture of this portion of the invention, the resistors are 
Within the handle, are insulated therefrom, and are 
adapted to receive circulating air whereby to remain ade 
quately cool. 
As a further feature of the invention, the shunting of 

the resistors is accomplished by rotation of a simple con 
trol member mounted on the outer end of the handle, 
with the resistances being shunted out of the traction cir 
cuit in a particular sequence to provide the desired varia 
tions in speed, regardless of the direction of rotation of 
the control member, Further, directional switch means 
are provided which are also controlled by rotation of the 
control member, with rotation of the control member in 
one direction tìrst actuating the directional switch means 
to close a traction circuit in one direction and then shunt~ 
ing out the resistors in the desired sequence to increase 
the speed of the truck in that direction, and rotation of 
the control member in the opposite direction iìrst actuat 
ing the directional switch means to close a traction cir 
cuit in the opposite direction, and then shunting out the 
resistors in the desired sequence to increase the speed of 
the truck in the opposite direction. 

Thus, through simple operating means, as will be set 
forth in my specification, l am able to effect the closing of 
a forward or rearward directional circuit and the sequen 
tial shunting oí resistances out of the circuit in a most 
effective manner. 

Other objects and advantages of invention will be 
come apparent from the following description when read 
in conjunction with the accompanying drawings wherein: 

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of an industrial truck in 
corporating a controller' constructed in accordance with 
the invention; 

FIG. 2 is a sectional view taken on the line 2-2 of 
FIG. l; 

PEG. 3 is a sectional view talicn on the line 3-3 of 
FIG. 2; 
FlG. 4 is a sectional view taken on the line 4-4 of 

FIG. 3; 
FlG. 5 is a sectional view or" a hand grip through which 

the controller is actuated; 
FIG. 6 is a perspective view partly in section of parts 

of the controller and hand grip, showing the connection 
of the hand grip with the controller; 
FlG. 7 is a perspective View showing a slightly dilîer 

ent form of rotatable control member mounted on the 
outer end of the handie for actuating the controller; and 
HG. 8 is a sectional view of the rotatable control 

member shown in FIG. 7. 
Referring to the drawings and in particular to FIG. l, 
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there is shown an industrial truck 10 of the so-called 
“walkie” type incorporating a controller constructed in 
accordance with the invention. While the particular 
truck shown in the drawing is of the type shown in my 
United States Patent No. 2,956,776, it will be appreciated 
that the controller of the invention may be used in other 
types and styles of industrial trucks. 
The particular details of the construction of the truck 

form no part of the invention and it is sur’llcient to an 
understanding of the invention to merely point out that 
the trucl; 1t? includes a main frame 11, which is supported 
on a steerable traction wheel 12, and an elevating frame 
13, which is supported at one end for vertical movement 
on the main frame 11 and Supported at the other end by 
rollers 14, which pivot downwardly during elevating of 
the frame 13. ln utilizing the truck, the elevating frame 
13, while in a lowered position as shown in FIG. 1, is in 
serted through a loaded pallet and then elevated to lift 
the loaded pallet from the ground to permit transporting 
thereof through operation of the truck. 
As previously pointed out, the wheel 12 which sup 

ports the main frame 11, is both a steering and traction 
wheel, and to this end, the wheel 12 is mounted for steer 
ing rotation about a vertical axis on the main frame 11 
and is adapted to be driven by a battery operated electric 
motor 15. The motor 15 is connected to the wheel 12 
through a suitable transmission and rotates with the wheel 
12 during steering of the wheel. The combination of 
the wheel 12 and the drive motor 15, together with the 
transmission, is commonly referred to as a combined 
steering and traction unit. Energy for driving the motor 
15 is provided by batteries 16, enclosed in a suitable hous 
ing l? on the main frame 11. 
The combined steering and traction unit formed by the 

wheel 12 and the motor 15 is conveniently steered by a 
steering handle i8 which is pivotally attached at its lower 
end to the unit by a horizontal pivot 1g, so that the handle 
may be pivoted in a vertical direction to a position which 
is convenient for the operator to swing the handle 18 
either to the left or to the right to effect rotation of the 
wheel 12 to steer the truck. 

ln accordance with the invention, the handle 18 is of 
hollow construction and the controller, generally indi 
cated at 2t) in FÍG. l, for controlling the direction of 
operation and speed of the drive motor 15 is mounted 
within the hollow handle 18. 
As best shown in FIGS. 2 and 3, the handle 18 is con 

veniently formed of an elongated channel 21, with the 
normally open side of the channel closed by a cover plate 
22. As shown in FIG. 3, the cover plate 22 terminates 
short of the lower end of the channel 21 of the handle 
18 and is provided with vertically spaced openings 23 
whereby air may circulate as indicated by the arrows 
in FIG. 3 to provide cooling of the controller 20. 
The controller 2t) includes a channel shaped frame 24, 

and the controller is mounted within the channel 21 of 
the handle 18, in spaced relationship to the inner surfaces 
of the channel 21, by bolts 25, 26 and 27 and spacer 
bushings 28, 29 and 3€). 
The controller 2t), in the form shown in the drawings, 

includes two elongated resistor strips 31 and 32. The 
strip 31 extends up and around an insulator 33 and the 
strip 32 extends up and around an insulator 34. The 
insulator 33 is supported on a screw 35, while the insula 
tor 34 is supported on a screw 36. The strips 31 and 32 
are held spaced and electrically insulated from the con 
troller frame 24 by an insulator strip 37 carried by and 
extending between the ends of the screws 35 and 36, and 
by insulator strips 33 and 39 carried by and extending 
between the screws 35 and 36 between the insulators 33 
and 34 and the controller frame 24. 
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A laminated terminal block lit) having laminations al, 
42, 43, 44 and ¿l5 of suitable insulating material is secured 
to a flange of the controller frame 24 by means of through 
bolts 46 and 47, and one .end of the resistor strip 3l», the 
upper end otra spring contact linger dä and one end of 
a connector strip 49, best shown in FlG. 4, are clamped 
in electrical contact between the laminations 4l and 42. 
The other end of the strip 3l, the upper end of a second 

spring contact ringer Si) and _one end of the resistor' strip 
32 are clamped in electrical contact between the lamina 
tions 42 and 43. The other end of the resistor strip 32. 
andthe upper end of a bus bar 5l are clamped in electrical 
contact between the laminations 43 and été, and the upper 
end of a second bus bar 52 and the opposite end of the 
connector strip 49 are connected between the laminations 
de and 45. 
An .electric cable 53 having a terminal end 54 is con 

nected to the lower end of the bus bar 5l and a cable 55 
having aterminal end 56 is connected to the lower end 
of the bus bar 52 by means of a through bolt 57 which is 
insulated from the terminals Srl, 56 and also from the 
bus bars51 and 52 by‘bushings SS and a washer 59 formed 
of insulating material. The cables 53 and 55 form part 
of the traction circuit through which current is applied to 
the drive 15. 

With the arrangement as so far described, and with the 
spring contact lingers 4S and Sil in the position shown in 
FIG. 2, current may iiow from the cable 53 through the 
bus bar 5l. through the strip 32, through the strip 3l, 
through the connector strip 49 and through the bus bar 
52 to the cable 55'. Thus in the position of the contact 
lingers 4S and 5t), both the resistor strips 31 and 32 are 
connected in the circuit to provide maximum resistance 
and maximum voltage drop, whereby slow speed opera 
tion of the drive motor l5 is obtained through the traction 
circuit to the motor l5. 

It however, the spring contact linger 4S is flexed so 
that the lower end ¿lila thereof makes electrical contact 
with the lower end Sila oi the contact-linger 56, it will be 
appreciated that the resistance strip 3l will be shunt-ed out 
of the circuit, so that current from the cable 53 will liow 
only through bus bar 5l, resistor 32, contact linger dii, 
contact linger 4S, connector strip »4&9 and bus bar 52. 
Thus, the voltage on the drive motor l5 will be increased 
with resulting increase in the speed of the motor l5. 

It the contact linger ¿i8 is further iiexed so as to not 
only move the lower end 48a thereof into electrical con~ 
tact with the lower end 59a of the spring contact linger Sti 
but also to flex the spring contact linger Si) to move the 
lower end Stia thereof into electrical contact with a con 
tact 51a on the bus bar 5l, both resistance strips 3l and 
32 will be shunted out of the circuit, so that current will 
iiow from cable 53 through bus bar 5l, Contact linger Sii, 
contact lfinger 48, connector strip ¿i9 and bus bar 52. The 
voltage on the drive motor therefore will be ‘further in 
creased with further increase in speed of the drive motor 
15. Thus, through controlled movement or ilexing of the 
contact V?ingers 48 and Sii, <the voltage applied lto the drive 
vmotor may be increased in three steps to provide three 
speeds ofthe drive motor. 

Yin the controller as illustrated, such controlled move 
ment or iiexing or the contact fingers ¿i8 or Sil is etiîected 
through .rotation or pivoting of a pair of bell crank mem 
bers 6l ‘in a clockwise direction, as viewed in FiG. 2, about 
a pivot pin 62. The pivot pin 62 extends through a block 
60 of insulating material, and the block 6G is connected 
to the controller trame 24 by a through bolt 63 which 
extends through the bus bars 5l and 52 and is suitably 
insulated therefrom by bushings 64. 
As the bell crank members 6l are rotated in the clock 

wise direction, a roller 65 mounted on a pivot 66, extend 
ing between and secured to the bell crank members 6l, 
contacts the lower end 48a of the spring contact linger -sä 
to t‘rex the linger 48 and move the lower end d8a thereot 
into contact with the end Stia ot the spring contact linger 
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5G. On further rotation of the bell crank members 6l in 
the clockwise direction, the roller 65 tienes both the linger 
48 and the linger 5t) to move the end Stic of linger Sti 
thereof into contact with the contact Sla of the bus bar 
5l. Rotation of the members 6l' in the counterclockwise 
direction is limited by engagement of the roller 65 with 
the upper surface of the block 6h, as shown in FlS. 2. 
A block 67 or” rigid insulating material is positioned be 

tween and is pivotally connected to the bell crank mem 
bers 6l by pivots 68, and a pair of spaced vertically ex 
tending operating rods 69 and 70, best shown in 6, 
extend slidably through the block 67. The rod 6@ has 
an enlarged end member 7l secured to the lower end 
thereof and the rod 7d has an enlarged end member 72 
secured to the lower end thereof. A lost motion connec 
tion is thus provided between the rods 69 and '7th and 
the block 67 so that upward movement of either rod 69 
or 7u >effects upward movement of the block 67 and there 
fore clockwise rotation of the hell crank members 6i 
through contact of either the enlarged member 7l or 72 
with the lower surface or” the insulating bloeit 67, while 
downward movement of either rod 6% or 7th is ineffective 
to move the block 67. 
As best shown in FlG. 6, the upper ends oi the rods 6@ 

and 7i) are pivotally connected through pivots 73 and 74 
to a block 75 which is secured, as best shown in FlG. 5, to 
a center portion 76 of a hand grip 77 by means of bolts 
7S and 79. The hand grip ’.77 is rotatably mounted in the 
upper end ot the handle i3 through suitable bearings titl 
and Si, shown in FlG. 5, and extends transversely from 
each side of the upper end of handle i8 whereby it may 
be easily gripped by the operator of the truck. As best 
shown in FIG. 6, the pivots 73 and 74 are eccentric to 
the axis of rotation of the hand grip 77 so that when the 
hand grip 77 is rotated in the direction of the arrow A 
in FlG. 6, the rod 69 is moved downwardly and the rod 
7d is moved upwardly so that the insulating block 67 is 
also moved upwardly through contact of the enlarged end 
member 72 of the rod 7i? with the lower surface of the 
block 67 causing clockwise rotation of the bell crank 
members 6l to sequentially shunt out the resistors Si and 
32 as previously described. 

lf the handle grip 7'7 is rotated in the opposite direction 
from the arrow A, the rod 69 will be moved upwardly 
and the rod 7i? moved downwardly. On upward move 
ment of the rod 69, the insulator block 67 is also moved 
upwardly through engagement of the enlarged end mem 
ber 71 on the rod 69 with the lower surface of the in 
sulator block 67, so that upward movement of the rod 69 
also effects rotation of the bell crank members 6l to se 
quentially shunt out the resistors 3l and 32. Thus on 
either direction of rotation of the hand grip 77, the resistor 
strips 3l and 32 are sequentially shunted out. 
When the hand grip 77 is released after rotation, the 

hand grip, rods 69 and 7i?, and the bell crank members 6l 
are returned to their initial position as shown in FIGS. 2 
and 6 by means of a spring 82 which is compressed 
through upward movement of the insulator block 67 by 
the upward movement of rod 69 or 7i?. The spring 62 
surrounds the rods 69 and "itl and bears at its upper end 
against a spring seat 83 which is held against upward 
Vmovement by an angle plate 8d which is secured to the 
laminated insulator block ¿lll by the screws 46 and 47. 
The spring S2 bears at ythe lower end against a spring 
seat d5 which rests on the upper surface of the insulator~ 
:block 67. Thus, the insulator block 67 is normally urged 
by the spring S2 in the downward direction toward the 
position shown in FlG. 2. 
As a feature of the invention, the upward movement ot 

either rod 69 or ’iii also closes either a forward or rear 
ward traction circuit. To this end, an angle plate 36 of 
suitable electrically conducting material is secured to the 
bus bar Si and carries a pair of contacts S7 and SS, best 
shown in FiG. 3. A terminal block 69 or“ suitable insulat 
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ing material is also secured to the bus bar 51 below the 
angle plate 86 by means of a bolt 9€) which extends through 
the bus bars 51 and 52 and is insulated therefrom by an 
insulating bushing 91. A pair of spring fingers 92 and 
93 are secured to the upper surface of the terminal block 
S9 through terminal screws 94 and 95. The spring ñnger 
92 has a contact 96 adapted to make contact with the 
Contact 87 and the spring linger 93 has a Contact 97 adapt 
ed to make contact with the contact 83. 
As best shown in FIG. 6, the enlarged end member 71 

of the rod 69 engages the outer _end of the spring linger 92 
and the enlarged end member 72 of the rod 70 engages the 
outer end of the spring linger 93, and when the rods 69 
and 70 are in the position shown in FIGS. 2 and 6, the 
contacts 96 and 97 are held out of contact with the con 
tacts 87 and SS. When, however, the hand grip 77 is 
rotated in the direction of the arrow A in FlG. 6 to raise 
the rod 79, the pressure on the spring finger 93 is relieved 
whereby contact 97 engages the contact 8S. At the same 
time, downward movement of the rod 69' ñexes the spring 
linger 92 downwardly to move the contact 96 further 
away from the contact S7. If on the other hand, the hand 
grip is rotated in the opposite direction to move the rod 
69 upwardly and the rod 7@ downwardly, the contacts 96 
and 87 will close while the contact 97 will be moved 
Íurther from the contact 88. 
Thus in one direction of rotation of the hand grip 77', 

the contacts 88 and 97 will close and in the other direction 
of rotation ot the hand grip 77, the contacts 87 and 96 
will close. The terminal screws 94 and 9S extend through 
the terminal block 89 whereby electric cables, no shown, 
leading from the relays or contactors of a conventional 
reversing switch for the drive motor 15, may be attached, 
so that closing of contacts 88 and 97 will condition the 
traction circuit for operation of the drive motor 15 in one 
direction and closing of the contacts 87 and 96 will condi 
tion the traction circuit for driving the motor in the 
opposite direction. 
The relative dimensions of the parts of the controller are 

such that initial rotation or” the hand grip 77 in the direc 
tion of the arrow A in FlG. 6 will first close contacts S8 
and 97 to start operation of the drive motor in one direc 
tion with both the resistor strips 31 and 32 in the circuit, 
and further rotation of the hand grip in the direction of 
the arrow A will sequentially shunt out lirst the resistor 
strip 31 and then the resistor strip 32 to provide two addi 
tional speed steps. It the hand grip 77 is rotated in the 
opposite direction from that shown by the arrow A, the 
contacts 87 and 96 will be Íirst closed to operate the drive 
motor in the opposite direction, with both resistance strips 
31 and 32 in the circuit, and further rotation of the hand 
grip in the same direction will sequentially shunt out first 
resistor strip 31 and then resistor strip 32 to provide two 
additional speed steps in the opposite direction. 

If the hand grip 77 is released after rotation, the con 
troller will be returned to the neutral position by the 
spring 82, whereby both sets of contacts S9, 96 and 88, 
97 are opened, de-energizing the drive motor. 

Referring now to FIGS. 7 and 8, there is shown a slight 
ly different arrangement for moving the rods 69 and 70. 
In this arrangement, the rotatably mounted hand grip 77, 
shown in FIGS. l, 6 and 5, is replaced with a hand grip 98 
which is Íixed to the outer end of the handle 18 whereby 
the hand grip 98 cannot rotate. A sleeve 99 is rotatably 
mounted on a central portion of the hand grip 98, and the 
upper ends of the rods 69 and 70 are pivotally attached to 
the sleeve 99 on opposite sides of the axis of rotation of 
the sleeve, as best shown in FIG. 8. A pair ot rocker or 
wing plates lílíl and 101 ar-e secured to and extend from 
opposite sides of the sleeve 99. A curved guard plate 162 
is secured at opposite ends to the outer end of the handle 
18 and surrounds the rocker plates 100, 101 and the 
sleeve 99. 
With this arrangement, when the operator wishes to 
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actuate the controller, he merely extends this thumbs with 
in the guard plate 102 and presses down on either plate 
100 or 101 to thereby move the rods 69 and 7h in opposed 
directions to actuate the controller in the same manner 
as previously described in connection with the rotation of 
the rotatable hand grip 77. 
From the preceding description, it can be seen that there 

is provided a novel controller which can be mounted in the 
handle of a “walkie” type industrial truck and which may 
be actuated through rotation of a control member on the 
handle to vary the speed of the truck and change the direc 
tion of movement of the truck. 
While certain forms of the invention have been shown 

and described, it will be appreciated that changes and 
modifications may be made therein without departing from 
the spirit and scope of the invention. 

I now claim: 
1. A steering and control handle for an electrically 

motorized industrial truck of lthe type having a steering 
and traction unit, comprising a hollow body pivoted at 
its lower end «to the said steering and traction unit, a con 
trol member rotatably mounted at `the upper end of 
said hollow body, resistors for the electric circuit of said 
truck mounted in said hollow body, electric contact 
means movable in said body to shunt the said resistors 
out of the electric circuit of said truck, a pair of direc 
tional switches within said hollow body, a pair ot longi 
tudinal moving rods mounted in said hollow body, means 
connecting said rods with said control member so that 
said rods move in opposed directions when said control 
member is rotated in either of opposed directions, and 
means whereby the movement of said rods in opposed 
directions by said control member ac-tuates one or the 
other of said directional switches and also actuates said 
contact means to shunt out said resistors. 

2. A steering and controller handle for an electrically 
motorized industrial truck of the type having a steering 
and traction unit, comprising a hollow handle pivoted 
at its lower end to the said steering and traction unit, 
a control member rotatably mounted at the outer end 
of said hollow handle, resistors for the electric circuit 
of said truclr mounted in said hollow handle, flexible 
electrical contact fingers mounted in said handle for shunt~ 
ing the said resistors out of the electric circuit ot said 
truck, a pair of directional switches witlnn said hollow 
handle, a pair or” longitudinally moving rods mounted in 
said hollow handle, means connecting said rods to said 
control member on opposed sides of the axis of rotation 
of said control member whereby said rods are moved in 
opposed directions when said control member is rotated 
in either of said opposed directions, control means effec 
tive on rotation in a particular direction to flex said 
electric contact lingers to sequentially shunt said resistors 
out of the electric circuit of said truck, a lost motion 
connection between said control means and said pair of 
rods whereby said control means are rotated to sequen 
tially shunt said resistors out of the electric circuit 
through movement of either of said rods in one direction 
through rotation of said control member', and means 
on each of said rods engageable with one of said pair 
or” directional switches whereby movement of either of 
said rods in said one direction actuates one of said 
directional switches. 

3. A steering and controller handle for an electrically 
motor-ized industrial truck of the type having a steering 
and traction unit, comprising a hollow handle pivoted 
at its lower end to the said steering and traction unit, 
a control member rotatably mounted at the outer end 
of said hollow handle, resistors for the electric circuit 
of said truck mounted in said hollow handle, tlexible 
electrical contact lingers movable in said body ‘to shunt 
the said resistors out of the electric circuit of said truck, 
a pair of directional switches within said hollow handle, 
a pair of longitudinally moving rods mounted in said 
hollow handle, means connecting said rods to said control 
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member eccentricall‘yl of the axis of rotation of said 
control member whereby said rods move in opposed 
directions when said control member is rotated in either 
of said opposed directions, control means effective on 
rotation in a particular direction to tlex said electric .con 
tact ñngers to sequentially shunt said resistors out of the 
electric circuit of said truck, a lost motion connection 
between said control means and said pair of' rods whereby 
said control means are rotated to sequentially shunt said 
resistors out of the electric circuit through movement of 
either of said rods in one direction through rotation of 
said control member, means on each of said rods engage 
able with one of said pair of directional switches whereby 
movement or” either of said rods >in said one direction 
actuates one of said directional switches, and heat venti 
lating passages in said hollow handle for dissipating heat 
from said resistors. 

4. A steering and control handle for an electrically 
motorized industrial truck ot the type having a steering 
and tratcion unit, comprising a hollow handle pivoted at 
its lower end to the said steering and tratcion unit, a 
control member rotatably mounted at the outer end of said 
hollow handle, elongated U-shaped resistor strips for the 
electric circuit of said truck mounted in said handle 
and insulated therefrom, flexible contact iingers adapted 
to be flexed into electrical contact to connect opposite 
ends of said resistor strips together to thereby shunt said 
resistor strips out of the traction circuit of said truck, 
control means engage-able with one of said contact iingers 
to iieX said contact >fingers into electrical contact to shunt 
out said resistor strips upon rotation thereof, a pair of 
longitudinally moving rods mounted in said hollow handle, 
means connecting the upper ends of said rods with said 
control member on opposite sides of the axis of rotation 
of said control .menber whereby said rods are moved 
Vin `opposed directions when said control member is 
rotated in either of opposed directions, a lost motion 
connection between the said rods and said control means 
whereby movement of either of said rods in one direction 
rotates said control means to shunt out said resistor 
strips, a pair of directional switches mounted in said 
hollow handle adjacent the lower ends of said rods with 
each ot said directional switches being engageable by the 
lower end of one ot said pair of rods, said rods in a 
neutral position of said control member holding said 
directional switch means open, and spring means for 
holding said control member in said neutral position 
while allowing said control member to be rotated in 
either of opposed directions to move one oí said rods in 
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said one direction to tìrst close one of said directional 
Witch means and then to rotate said .control means 
to sequentially shunt out said resistors. 

5. A steering and control handle *for an electrically 
motorized industrial truck ofïthe type having a steering 
and traction unit, comprising a‘hollowhandle pivoted at 
its lower yend to the said steering and traction unit, a 
controlmember rotatably mounted at the outer end of 
said hollow handle, elongated .U-shaped resistor strips 
for the electric .circuit of said truck mounted in said 
handle and insulated therefrom, llexible .Contact fingers 
adapted to be flexed into electrical contact to connect 
opposite ends of‘said resistor strips together to thereby 
shunt said resistor strips out of the traction circuit of 
said truck, control means engageable with one of said 
contact lingers to flex said contact lingers into electrical 
contact to shunt out said _resistor »strips upon rotation 
thereof, a pair of longitudinally moving,1 rods mounted 
in said hollow handle, means connecting the upper ends 
of said rods with said control member on opposite sides 
o1" the axis of rotation of said control member whereby 
said rods are moved in opposed directions when said con 
trol member is rotated in either of opposed directions, 
a lost motion connection between the said rods and said 
control means whereby movement of either of said 
rods in one direction rotates said control means to shunt 
out said resistor strips, a pair of directional switches 
mounted in said hollow handle adjacent the lower ends 
of said rods with each of said directional switches being 
engageable by the lower end of one of said pair of rods, 
said rods in a neutral position of said control member 
holding said directional switch means open, and spring 
means for holding said control member in said neutral 
position while allowing said control member to be rotated 
in either of opposed directions to move vone of said rods 
in said one direction to first close one of said directional 
switch means and then to rotate said control means to 
sequentially shunt out said resistors, and heat Ventilating 
passages in said hollow handle for dissipating heat from 
said resistors. 
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